A third will be to observe sea level rise, and a fourth will be: to observe global warming. There will be others. The challenge is to reach international agreement on what needs to be done and to integrate the componentis into a "Global Ocean Observing System" in the most cost effective way. Absiract -Any truly global ocean olbserving system (GOOS) must be international j i i scope. It can be designed by individuals. Components can be established and maintained by institutions anld governments. It can have iregional components targeted at specific problems or areas. But at some level, a truly global ocean observing systems needs international sponsorship and coordination.
That coordination is presently imder the sponsorship of the International Council of Scientific Unions and two UN organizations, the World Meteorological Organization, located in Geneva, and the International Oceainiographic Commission, a functionally autonomous body attached to UNESCO in Paris. The associated coimmittee structure is awesi:ime and ever changing.
Although the goal is a single integrated global ocean observing system, GOOS will of necessity have a number of components. One receiving much of the attention at present concerns the observations in the tropical Pacific of the "el nino" phenomenon. We believe we understand the system adequately to begin to make useful forecasts, at least in the tropics. To do so will require transposing a highly successful ocean observational research program to a robust operational system. A second and very different component will be to track the health of the ocean, a system of chemical and biological sensors targeted in the coastal ocean to monitor the effects of humans. Although such a system will be international in
